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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

KEY FEATURES

BMC SecOps Policy Service embeds compliance and security testing into the service
delivery process by providing continuous verification, analytics, and governance.

BMC SecOps Policy Service embeds
security and compliance testing into the
service delivery process by providing
continuous verification, analytics, and
governance while accelerating development.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
As development teams push to innovate and launch new applications, security and
compliance concerns are often overlooked. Violations can lead to costly security
breaches and/or regulatory actions. Organizations require security and compliance
testing throughout the development process to avoid the risks and costs
associated with a security or compliance incident, while enabling them to deliver
their new applications on-time and within budget.

BMC SOLUTION
BMC SecOps Policy Service is a SaaS-based security and compliance service that
integrates a wide range of policy checks into the application development and delivery
process. This includes checking and enforcing critical security and compliance
requirements early and often in the development process. Finding security and
compliance violations early in the development process dramatically reduces risk
by keeping critical flaws out of production environments and also allows development
teams to fix those issues when they are the easiest and least costly to remediate.

• Automation of key policies including

security and compliance checks

• Embedded checks to identify issues when

they are the least costly to fix

• Policy enforcement and visibility without

hindering innovation

• Easy deployment and implementation

from the cloud

KEY BENEFITS
• Avoid the risks and costs associated with

a security incident or compliance violation

• Find and fix security and compliance

issues early to reduce costs and ensure
projects stay on schedule and within budget

• Ensure consistent policy adherence

across all applications regardless of release
methodology (traditional, cloud-native,
agile, etc).

The violations view within BMC SecOps Policy
Service provides a granular breakdown of
violations by types of resources

PRODUCT DETAILS
Multi-Cloud Support: Built from the ground up for flexibility
and the ability to provide policy enforcement in multi-cloud
environments where the lifespan of resources may be very
short. This includes analyzing public cloud resources as
well as containers.

Out-of-the-box Policy Content: Included policy content
makes setting up initial policies easy and enables faster time
to value. Each policy is fully customizable, allowing the ability
to get started quickly and tailor the policy depending on a
specific environment and policy criteria.

SaaS-based Platform: Enables simplified deployment and the
ability to easily scale testing up or down based on need without
additional deployment considerations.

Flexible Policies as Code: Create and enforce organizational
policies with YAML-based policies as code. Easily check-in
and check-out policies utilizing any source control manager.

Intuitive Monitoring and Reporting: Provides key insight into
policy violations with the ability to quickly understand which
checks were performed, where policy violations exist and
which resources are affected.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To learn more about BMC SecOps Policy Service,
please visit bmc.com/it-solutions/secops-policy-service

BMC SecOps Policy Service’s dashboard provides immediate insight into top policy violations.
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BMC digital IT transforms 82 percent of the Fortune 500.
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